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HIGHLIGHTS 
We study the appropriation of the educational game Monkey Tales  
at children’s homes. 
Players use various tactics to make educational game fit their own needs. 
Player tactics can comply with, or resist the game’s implied behaviour. 
The balance between game aspects and educational content is emergent, not fixed. 
 
ABSTRACT 
In research on educational games, the majority of studies have been executed in 
controlled school settings: the home as a context in which educational games are 
played, is still underexplored. However, the home context is becoming more 
important, as children are increasingly encouraged or even required to engage with 
learning content at home through educational games. In this article, we describe a 
study of Monkey Tales, an educational math game targeted at primary school children. 
Using a combination of a multimodal game analysis and a six-month user study with 
eight children aged 10 to 11 and their families, we provide a detailed account of how 
players interpret and appropriate Monkey Tales at home. We investigate to what 
extent players develop tactics to appropriate the game to suit their personal interests. 
The study showed that in the home context, respondents used various tactics to avoid 
educational content. We describe the implications of these appropriation tactics for 
the generalizability of effectivity research, and for the design of educational games.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Video games are no longer designed for entertainment only: nowadays, numerous 
games target goals that reach far beyond mere enjoyment. The diversity of 
educational and serious games - games used for purposes beyond entertainment - 
shows that many areas can benefit from the engaging experiences that video games 
offer, including educational [14] and therapeutic [32] contexts. As the popularity of 
video games for learning purposes has increased over the past years, research on 
educational games has become more extensive. Numerous aspects of educational 
games have been researched and evaluated. Several game design and evaluation 
frameworks have been created [42][59] and effects on specific aspects such as student 
motivation [43], learning effectiveness [27] and teacher adoption [7] have been 
researched. The majority of evaluative studies of educational math games have been 
executed within controlled settings, typically in dedicated game sessions in school 
classrooms [9][45]. Other contexts, such as the home context, have been 
underexplored [44]. Where the experimental design does involve playing math games 
in the home context, this context is bracketed, with evaluations based on a 
comparative study of a pre- and posttest [8]. Nevertheless, the home context is 
becoming increasingly important, as children are increasingly encouraged or even 
required to engage with learning content at home through educational games.  
In this article, we complement existing research by presenting an in-depth, 
qualitative study of children’s play and learning practices while playing an 
educational game in the home context. Through a multimodal game analysis and a 
longitudinal user study, we will focus on the lessons learned from one particular case 
study: the math game Monkey Tales. Using this game as a case study, we will 
illustrate the varied practices of children playing educational games at home. 
Furthermore, we want to identify the impact of game elements on playing behaviour, 
and, especially, relate unexpected playing behaviour to the influence of game 
characteristics and affordances, as well as to the playing context. In sum, we tackle 
the wider question of the relation between educational games and the home context 
based on the specific Monkey Tales case study. 
We combine insight into Monkey Tales’ characteristics and affordances based on 
a multimodal analysis, with insights in contextualized player behaviour based on user 
research. Based on these insights, we will show how players develop tactics that 
oppose or subvert the player behaviour implied in the game when the game content 
does not match the players’ needs. An analysis of these player tactics allows us to 
formulate recommendations for the evaluation and design of educational games. 
Concerning evaluation, we suggest that taking into account contextualized playing 
practices is crucial for a good understanding and evaluation of educational games. 
Concerning design, we focus on how to cope with the balance between game 
elements and educational content.  
2. EDUCATIONAL MATH GAMES AND THE HOME CONTEXT 
Recently, math games, as a specific subdomain of STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics) educational games, have received considerable 
research attention. Previous work has been reported on the design and development of 
educational math games [2], design principles for math games [12][13] and the 
evaluation of various aspects of educational games. Typically, these evaluative 
studies use classrooms as a controlled research environment. For instance, Chang et 
al. [9] studied students’ engagement in reaction to a fractions app on iPod Touch, 
paying special attention to student gender. Pareto and colleagues [45] investigated 
students’ mathematics understanding, attitude and self-efficacy after playing the 
Teachable Agent Arithmetic Game, while Katmada and colleagues [36] focused on 
the usability of the Volcanic Riddles game. Castellar and colleagues [8] studied 
cognitive abilities and math performance in a longer-term study in which students 
played the commercial math game Monkey Tales at home. 
While evaluative studies have focused on aspects such as usability, learning 
effects, and engagement, research into educational games in general, and educational 
math games in specific, has not looked in detail at the effects of the context in which 
games are played. Most studies are executed in controlled settings, with play sessions 
set in formal learning contexts, supervised either by researchers or teachers: 
classrooms are the settings that are researched most often [28]. However, educational 
games are increasingly used outside the classroom, in informal settings. Several 
manufacturers have created educational games targeted at children, to let them 
practice skills like spelling (Nintendo: Scribblenauts) or math (Die Keure/Larian 
Studios: Monkey Tales) at home. This use of educational games outside the class 
context warrants additional research into the influence of a less controlled home 
environment on the perception of and experience with educational games.  
To date, there is little research studying in detail the way children play educational 
math games at home. The home context, being less rigidly structured and supervised 
than formal classroom contexts, can be expected to have an influence on how 
educational games are perceived and appropriated. At home, parents do not 
necessarily specify rigid rules, a planned pedagogy or a specific time frame for 
playing educational games [44]: the context is different in terms of supervision, and 
social norms and rules. Our overarching research question, then, concentrates on the 
influence of the home context: we study the role of a specific math game in the home 
context as a case study in order to tackle the wider question of the relation between 
educational games and the home context. Specifically, we investigate how children’s 
contextualized play and learning practices and experiences are shaped, when they 
play Monkey Tales at home. We will formulate an answer to this question by focusing 
on the interplay between the game, the players, and their context in a study of game 
appropriation, exposing the consequences of game design choices in the home 
context. 
3. EDUCATIONAL GAME APPROPRIATION: A MULTIMODAL 
AND ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH 
Appropriation is a well-known concept in HCI (Human-Computer Interaction): 
although interactive technologies are always designed to serve specific purposes, 
these technologies, including games [42], are not always used as their designers 
intended. Technology use is not a matter of passive reception: users actively construct 
and impose new meanings on the technologies they use. The creation of these new 
technology-related practices is often referred to as appropriation of technology – 
although similar concepts such as domestication or interpretation are also used [47]. 
Previous research has focused on various technological, individual and social 
characteristics that underlie technology appropriation. For instance, the Adaptive 
Structuration Theory [19] focuses on the relation in decision support systems between 
the structural features of an application, and the related organizational structures. 
Dourish [22] identifies several aspects of appropriation, including both technological 
(e.g., flexibility) and social characteristics (e.g., community), while Salovaara [47] 
focuses on individual cognitive aspects underlying appropriation.  
In this study, we will rely on multimodality as the overarching theoretical and 
methodological framework for investigating the complex relations between 
technology, users, and context. Multimodality is a specific interdisciplinary approach 
based on social semiotics, which considers communication and representation to be 
“more than language, and attends systematically to the social interpretation of a range 
of forms of making meaning” [34]. Multimodality does not study language or other  
sign systems in isolation: in social semiotics, “social structures and processes, 
messages and meanings [are] the proper standpoint from which to attempt the analysis 
of meaning systems” [31]. This focus on the social context in the production of 
meaning makes social semiotic theory an appropriate lens to study educational game 
appropriation in the home context, accounting for the interplay between the 
characteristics of the game on the one hand, and the contextualized use practices on 
the other. We frame this relationship as a relation between design strategies and user 
tactics (a distinction based on De Certeau [16] and Dourish [24] – see Figure 1). This 
analytic approach allows us to investigate children’s contextualized play and learning 
practices when playing Monkey Tales at home by answering the following, more 
specific research questions (RQs):  
RQ1: How does the game Monkey Tales guide player behaviour through the use of 
design strategies? 
RQ2: Which (individual and social) user tactics are used to appropriate Monkey 
Tales?  
RQ3: How are user tactics related to specific design strategies used in Monkey Tales?  
When researching how Monkey Tales guides player behaviour (RQ1), we focus on 
design strategies: the strategies used by designers of interactive technology to embed 
their view of the users and their goals into the application. Designers create 
interactive applications with very specific goals in mind (Hassenzahl [30] has called 
this the ‘intended product character’). They use specific strategies to realize their 
intentions to suggest or even impose specific interactions on the users. An analysis of 
these design strategies can uncover in detail how the gaming experience is guided by 
promoting and discouraging specific behaviour [38]. From the perspective of 
multimodal theory, all communication consists of a number of distinct ‘modes’: 
‘”channel[s]” of representation or communication’ (such as writing, image, sound) 
that collaborate in communicating messages [34]. In games, modes that contribute to 
the central game message include visual design, music, etc. Analyzing how this 
central message is built in different modes, and how design strategies are embedded 
in these modes can lead to insights on how the technology shapes its ideal ‘model 
user’ (based on Umberto Eco’s model reader [25] – see also [17] and Aarseth’s [1] 
implied player). Through its design strategies, the system ‘creates’ a model user that 
complies with the interaction implied in the system. 
RQ2 assumes that actual users are not model users. The design strategies 
embedded in Monkey Tales become a potential for interactivity for the actual players. 
As people actively impose new meanings on the technologies they use, they realize 
(part of) that potential in their own, personal way, creating what Hassenzahl [30] has 
called the ‘apparent product character’. We define user tactics as these ways in which 
users actively impose new meanings, and appropriate the technology based on the 
technology characteristics, on personal characteristics (prior knowledge and 
experiences), and the social situation, rules and norms. Ethnographically inspired user 
research [55][6] can help us to understand how the nature of social rules surrounding 
play (e.g., who makes the rules, and how strict are they – see [57]), and users’ 
individual interest can lead to a variety of appropriations.  
Combining ethnography and semiotics is not new in itself [39]: the combination has 
been explored since the 1980s, for instance in literacy studies [21]. In our study, the 
combination is useful to better understand the interplay between design strategies, 
user tactics and context of use. This addresses our last research question, RQ3. 
Relating design strategies to user tactics will reveal to what extent an educational 
game can actually guide player behaviour. It will show how users, in their context, 
develop tactics in relation to specific design strategies.  
The answers to these three research questions provide an answer to the overarching 
research question introduced in Section 2: what are children’s contextualized play and 
learning practices and experiences when playing Monkey Tales at home. As different 
educational games use different (combinations of) design strategies to structure the 
game, the answer to the case study-specific research questions cannot be extended 
towards other educational games unproblematically. However, the analysis of the case 
study does offer us an insight into the types of practices children develop in the home 
context, and whether they develop specific appropriation tactics in response to the 
game’s design strategies. Based on an analysis of the relation between design 
strategies and types of user tactics, we identify implications for the design and 
evaluation of future educational games. In other words, we use the results of this 
specific case study to open up a broader discussion on the effective use of design 
strategies in educational games, and on the importance of contextual factors in the 
evaluation of educational games. 
 
Figure 1: Interaction between design strategies embedded in interactive 
technology, and the users’ contextualized appropriation tactics.  
4. CASE STUDY: MONKEY TALES 
Monkey Tales is an educational math game for children in primary school. The 
game is available in different difficulty levels, targeted at children from different age 
groups. Additionally, Monkey Tales is available in a ‘school version’ and a ‘home 
version’. The school version is targeted at classroom use: it complements didactic 
school materials, and gaming elements are more limited than in the home version. The 
home version, on the other hand, contains more elaborate gaming elements to 
stimulate children to practice math in a fun way. The game versions form a 
continuum, as children can play the school version in class, focusing more on math, 
and less on gaming. At home, they can also engage in math exercises by playing the 
home version, with an emphasis on the fun gaming aspects, and less emphasis on the 
math.  
In this paper, we study how children engage with Monkey Tales in the home 
context. We used the home version for children in the 5th and 6th grades of primary 
school (age 10 and 11+). In class, teachers will often mediate children’s use of the 
school version in the classroom more explicitly and consciously: the game is part of 
the didactic curriculum, and this can strongly influence the perception and 
appropriation of the game. In the home context, the mediation by parents can be 
expected to be less explicitly didactic. The goal of this study, then, is to investigate 
the use of the game at home, in an environment which is not as explicitly goal-
oriented as the class context [44]. 
5. METHOD 
The methodological implementation of the framework presented in Section 3 
consists of three stages: multimodal analysis, user research, and a meta-analysis stage 
[17]. Below, we will describe the three stages, and how they have been applied in 
studying Monkey Tales.  
5.1. Multimodal Analysis 
The multimodal analysis relates to RQ1: in this analysis, we study the design 
strategies in the game by focusing on the way different modes work together in a 
‘multimodal ensemble’ [38] to communicate the central game message. To study this, 
we analyze the game, and how design strategies are used to guide players through the 
game. The analysis consisted of several steps:  
1.   Playing and ‘reading’ the game as a whole. 
2.   Focusing on individual game aspects and modes. We used existing game 
evaluation frameworks by Winn [59] and Mitgutsch and Alvarado [42] to 
determine the important modes to be analyzed: specifically, we focus on the 
(narrative) structure, the visual design of the game, and its interactivity. After a 
separate analysis of these modes, we bring them together, discussing how the 
modes contribute to a central, coherent game experience, and how they guide 
users in their interaction and interpretation (reconstructing the model user).  
3.   Checking the high-level analysis (step 1) against the low-level modal analysis 
(step 2), and refining iteratively. As such, we used a hermeneutic approach [26] in 
order to validate our analysis: we checked the analysis of individual modes 
against the interpretation we made of the game as a whole, and vice versa. 
Considering that the individual modes collaborate to communicate the same 
message, it is the coherence between low-level analysis and high-level analysis 
that validates the analysis.  
4.   Completing the analyses in 2 and 3 with additional analyses of specific aspects 
that emerge from the user research (section 5.2).  
5.   Bringing together the analyses in steps 2, 3 and 4 in a global analysis of the game, 
and describing the overall design strategies used in the game. 
As such, we analyze which design strategies have been used in the game, and how 
these strategies try to shape the users’ behaviour – in other words: how the technology 
constructs its ideal model user. 
5.2. User Research (Ethnographic Methods) 
We focus on user tactics (RQ2) through an ethnographically inspired user study. 
The Monkey Tales field study consisted of a 6-month study with 8 respondents and 
their parents (3 girls and 5 boys, aged 10 or 11). The households were recruited via 
Flemish primary schools: primary selection criteria were the children’s age (10-11, 
fifth or sixth grade of primary school); their math attitude (do the children like math 
in school?) and performance (are they good at math in school).  
The home version of Monkey Tales was introduced in the households specifically 
for the study. Data collection consisted of three parts: a one-month diary study 
(Figure 2), interviews accompanying the diary study, and a long-term user experience 
study using the MemoLine method (Figure 3; [58]) in which 6 out of the initial 8 
respondents participated.  
-   The diary focused on play sessions with the educational game, asking children 
to describe their playing experience (e.g., using the word cloud in Figure 2), 
and asking when they played and for how long, which aspects of the game 
were fun, whether they received help while playing, etc. Apart from these 
game sessions, the diary also included more general questions (e.g. hobbies, 
favourite subjects at school) and game specific questions (about game 
characters and mini games embedded in the game – see Appendix A for list of 
diary questions).  
-   Upon collecting the diaries, semi-structured interviews were held with both 
children and parents. While there were clearly separate interview parts for 
children and for parents, the parents did facilitate their children’s interviews 
when necessary. Generally, the interviews focused on more detailed aspects of 
the game experience, the children’s and parents’ attitude towards educational 
games, gaming as a hobby in general, etc. (see Appendix B for the interview 
guide used during the interviews).  
-   Using the MemoLine method, the children were interviewed six months after 
the game was introduced, offering insight into how the children’s playing 
behaviour evolved over a longer period of time. During the MemoLine 
sessions, the children filled out the MemoLine instrument (Figure 3) – a child-
friendly adaptation of the UX Curve method to study long-term user 
experience ([58]; see Appendix C for a full description), and a final 
questionnaire about their overall experience with Monkey Tales. Together 
with MemoLine and the questionnaire, an interview was held in order to 
elaborate on the respondents’ answers.  
After the diary study and the accompanying interviews, respondents received a 
gift voucher of €50 (diary study) or €100 (diary study + long-term study) as an 
incentive.  
 
Figure 2. Diary study sample.  
The diary contents, MemoLine instrument and interview transcriptions were 
analysed through a grounded theory methodology: the data was summarized in open-
ended codes, which were in turn grouped together into themes. In these themes, 
various uses and appropriations of the game emerged, and this resulted in an overview 
of different user tactics. This qualitative part of the study did not seek to generalise 
the findings to players of educational games in general, but focused on providing rich 
accounts of players’ individual interpretations and uses.  
 
Figure 3. Timeline part of the MemoLine long-term user experience study.  
5.3. Analysis of the Relation between Design Strategies and User 
Tactics 
In order to formulate an answer to RQ3, we analyzed the relation between the 
game’s design strategies and the users’ playing behaviour and tactics by relating the 
multimodal analysis to the user tactics emerging from the ethnographic study. When 
the user tactics focused on aspects that were still underexplored in the design 
strategies analysis, the multimodal analysis was extended iteratively to provide more 
detail, going back and forth between strategies and tactics. 
This analysis showed to what extent the game structure effectively guides the 
users. Where players resisted or extended the model user implied in the game, the rich 
ethnographic data provided details on how both individual and contextual factors 
influenced the players’ appropriation. In other words, it becomes possible to analyze 
user tactics as practices emerging from contextual factors and the technology design 
strategies. These contextual factors and design strategies provide a background to 
investigate the logic underlying individual appropriations and tactics. Such an 
underlying logic emerges, for instance, when patterns emerge that combine a specific 
type of user behaviour with specific contextual factors, across different users. In this 
way, user behaviour can be analyzed in order to determine whether the observed 
practices were idiosyncratic, or whether the appropriation tactics can be generalized 
to other, similar practices.  
6. RESULTS 
6.1. Multimodal Analysis 
6.1.1 Structural Analysis: Solving Math Problems to Move Forward 
Monkey Tales players go on a mission to defeat a central opponent, as this 
opponent has evil plans to steal all knowledge from the world. During their journey, 
players have to free monkeys from captivity, to take over their knowledge. These 
monkeys are then transferred to a ‘monkey Zoo’: apart from freeing them, players 
also need to collect enough bananas during the game to feed the monkeys in this Zoo. 
While liberating monkeys and collecting bananas, players have to avoid the 
opponent’s traps and accomplices. When all monkeys are rescued, the game ends with 
a clash between the player and the central opponent. 
The structural analysis showed that the game offers this story in three main game 
layers, visualized in Figure 4. The top layer is the story layer, in which the story of the 
player’s adversary is told. The actual game levels are embedded in the story layer: 
these are rooms or enclosed areas in a 3D world the player has to pass through. Every 
room is a 3D puzzle: players have to find their way to the exit of the room by moving 
around wooden boxes and mirrors. Meanwhile, they should avoid traps and 
adversaries, and collect bananas. In every 3D world level, players encounter a 
monkey with an arcade game machine next to it. The monkey can be freed by 
winning an arcade mini game. This structure suggests that the educational heart of the 
game is located in these mini games: players leave the 3D world, and play the mini 
game with math exercises embedded in them. Winning this mini game frees the 
monkey, and opens the door to the next game level.  
 
Figure 4. Main game structure. 
The results of the analysis showed that Monkey Tales can be categorized as what 
Juul has called a ‘game of progression’: it is a game in which “the player has to 
perform a predefined set of actions in order to complete the game” [35]. This is the 
result of the fact that players move through the Monkey Tales world in a controlled 
way: they occasionally have some freedom to make choices and to explore the game 
world, but “the only interesting experiences [are] to be had in one direction” [35]. In 
this rather rigid game structure, the educational material is embedded in the third, 
lowest game layer: the two layers above the mini game layer are mainly game and 
narrative-oriented. While embedded at the deepest game layer, the educational 
content is crucial to make progress in the game: the game design prevents players 
from moving to the next game level without winning one math mini game per level, a 
feature related to the game’s structure as a game of progression. Apart from this game 
structure, the game menu also offers the option to play the mini games separately. By 
offering this option, the game arguably augments its ‘educational’ factor, allowing 
users to take math exercises more regularly. Players are required to play a minimum 
of at least one educational mini game per level – if they want, they can practice more. 
While Figure 4 clearly separates the different game layers, the multimodal 
analysis showed that boundaries are not always as clear-cut: different layers do melt 
into each other. In some 3D world levels, players have to cross ‘the Bridge of Death’. 
This bridge consists of tiles, some of which are broken. To highlight the next ‘safe’ 
tile, players have to solve a math exercise correctly (Figures 5 and 6). These levels 
present a significant deviation from the general game structure in two ways. First, the 
math content moves up from the arcade game layer to the 3D world layer (see Table 
1). Second, the consequences of providing the correct or wrong answer to individual 
math problems also become more prominent. While players are judged on the basis of 
their overall score in the arcade games (the arcade game ‘forgives’ mistakes, as long 
as players win the arcade game as a whole), every single answer becomes important 
on the Bridge of Death to learn about the next safe tile to step on.  
 
Figure 5. Bridge of Death: 3D world bridge. 
 
Figure 6. Bridge of Death: math exercises.  
 
6.1.2 Visual and Narrative Analysis: Reinforcing the Game Structure 
The structural analysis into three separate game layers is reinforced through other 
modes, e.g. the game’s visual style: the game uses three distinctly different visual 
styles. The consistent use of these styles strengthens the internal coherence of the 
game, clarifying the game structure. The visual styles also reinforce the two distinct 
chronotopes in the game, in the Bakhtinian sense (‘time-spaces’; see also [3][40]): 
there are different tempos of action, and different movements from place to place 
throughout the game. The story layer and the 3D world layer construct the same 
chronotope (the game narrative, with the player moving towards the central 
opponent). The arcade game environment, however, is different: it presents very 
different game universes, such as space environments.  
The distinct visual styles serve as an additional visual cue where the game layers 
merge into each other. Where one layer ‘intrudes’ in another game layer, every 
message is consistent with the visual style of the original layer. For instance, in the 
Bridge of Death levels, the exercises belong to a different game layer. The Bridge 
itself is located in the 3D world (Figure 5), but the exercises on the Bridge are offered 
in the visual style of the arcade games (Figure 6).  
6.1.3 Interactivity and Pace: Merging Math Skills and Gaming Skills 
The three game layers offer three kinds of interactivity – this interactivity 
profoundly influences the game’s pace. The story layer, with the cut-scenes of actors 
explaining the game’s goals, contains no interactivity. The 3D world offers an 
interactive first-person logic puzzle. While there are adversaries to be avoided in these 
levels, there is no active fighting. This makes the 3D puzzle a game of reflection and 
strategy, rather than an action game. Players can play these levels at their own pace, 
taking their time to figure out the 3D puzzles with little time pressure.  
The arcade games offer an entirely different game genre. Contrary to the 3D 
world, the arcade games do include time pressure: players have to shoot or collect the 
right items as fast as possible. The arcade games are played in competition with the 
captivated monkey: if players are too slow or give too many wrong answers, they lose 
the game. This added time pressure is significant as a design strategy, as it has the 
additional effect that players need to divide their attention between solving the math, 
and the actual game mechanics (shooting, avoiding traps, etc.). The time pressure 
makes sure players have to solve the math exercises fast, but it also de-emphasizes the 
math exercises, as players have to divide their attention across different tasks. The 
math-solving skill becomes only one of the various skills needed to play. The time 
pressure, however, is not present in the Bridge of Death levels: as a part of the 3D 
world, players can solve the Bridge of Death exercises at their own pace. In this 
sense, the Bridge of Death not only stands out in the structural analysis: when looking 
at the interactivity, there is also a significant difference in time pressure between 
arcade game exercises and Bridge of Death exercises.  
6.1.4 Design Strategies: The Ambiguous Role of Math 
The multimodal analysis above allows us to answer RQ1: it shows that the game uses 
specific design strategies to guide players through the game: narrative, visual and 
interactive modes reinforce each other in communicating the overall game structure 
(see Table 1). Table 1 visualizes the multimodal cohesion ([57]; [42] refers to 
‘coherence’ and ‘cohesiveness’) within and between different layers. The story layer 
and the 3D world form a unity (i.e., the light gray areas in Table 1, indicating the 
main game narrative). The educational part of the game is merged with game 
elements, but it is located in a game layer that is recognizably separate visually, 
interactively, and in the game narrative (i.e., the dark gray areas in Table one). The 
arcade games involve math exercises, but are packaged in mini games that include 
time pressure and other skills. The Bridge of Death levels present a deviation from 
this overall structure: the Bridge of Death is located on the 3D world layer, but there 
are math exercises, which are not combined with other skills, or with time pressure. In 
other words, the Bridge of Death combines structural features from both chronotopes 
(both ligth and dark gray aspects in Table 1). 
 
 
 
 
Game layer Story layer 3D world  Arcade game 
   Bridge of 
Death 
 
Visual Realistic 
 
Third-person 
game world 
 
Third-person 
game world 
 
Arcade game   
 
   math exercises 
 
 
Interactivity No interaction Third-person 
interactivity, 
logic puzzle, no 
time pressure 
Third-person 
interactivity, 
math exercises, 
no time pressure 
First-person 
interactivity, 
math exercises, 
time pressure 
Narrative Main 
narrative: 
explanation of 
quest 
Main narrative: 
executing quest 
Main narrative: 
executing quest 
Inside arcade 
game 
Table 1: Analysis of the Monkey Tales story layers. 
Following this structure, model users encounter an elaborate game narrative in the 
story layer and the 3D world layer. The math component is embedded at the lowest 
level of the game. On the one hand, the ‘progression’ structure in the game [35] forces 
players to play and win the math aspects in the game. On the other hand, the math-
solving skills are backgrounded both structurally (embedded at the lowest game layer) 
and interactively (merging math-solving skills with various other skills). The math in 
Monkey Tales, therefore, has an ambiguous status: while the game severely limits 
personal choice, and forces the player to score well in the mini games, other aspects 
of the game background the importance of the math.  
In the next sections, we will explore how players play, and appropriate the game 
(Section 6.2), and how players’ appropriations relate to this ambiguous status of math 
exercises in the game (Section 6.3).  
6.2. User Study 
Players’ interpretations of the game are not only guided by the game itself: 
specific, contextual habits and the discourse used to talk about educational games also 
play a role in the use and interpretation of the game. Playing behaviour and discourse 
can provide a ‘way in’ to understand how people generally think about the technology 
[29]. We first investigate parents’ and children’s discourse surrounding the 
educational game to find out how they see it. Afterwards, we discuss playing 
experiences and tactics. 
6.2.1 Parents and Children: Negotiating the Education in an Educational Game 
All educational games played at home need to be introduced at some point, either 
via teachers or via parents. Together with this introduction, the nature of the game and 
the rules surrounding it need to be clarified. At home, games can be familiar and 
enjoyable ‘affinity spaces’ for children [44], while in school, interest in and 
engagement with educational content are known sites of struggle. As educational 
games like Monkey Tales combine fun and education, the ‘accepted’ view on 
educational games is open for discussion: ‘merely a game’, or a useful educational 
tool[18]. For instance, the mother of respondent 3 commented on her attitude towards 
(non-educational) video games: 
Mother of respondent 3, interview: I don’t think we see [gaming in general] as a 
hobby, we’re struggling a bit against that... (laughs) So it surely is there, we own a 
Wii, and... But the children can’t play with it unlimitedly. 
Most parents did not like their children playing computer games too much: in the 
study, parents reported that they kept an eye on their children’s computer use, and 
limited that time if necessary: six out of eight parents or children confirmed this in 
their diaries or interviews. However, the parents in the study expressed a rather 
positive attitude towards educational games: parents explained that if they cannot stop 
their children from playing video games anyway, educational games at least have the 
benefit that they can potentially teach their children some useful skills. Three parents 
specifically mentioned educational games as a way of practicing skills their children 
are struggling with at school. Consequently, all parents expressed an interest in 
educational games: all parents reported having watched their children play the game 
at least once (two parents even played themselves, to get to know the game their 
children were playing), and felt more at ease because of the perceived benefit of the 
game’s educational aspect. However, this parental supervision was present only for a 
short period after the introduction of the game. After an initial period of getting to 
know the game, parents only intervened to limit their children’s play time.  
Mother of respondent 2, interview: Yes, I think they [educational games] are 
useful, because he likes playing computer games, and in that way, they could learn 
something. They do have to be playful, so I think this... [the game] was a good 
combination.  
The children in the study were very much aware that their parents had a more 
positive attitude towards educational games than towards ‘regular’ video games. 
Several parents allowed their children some more freedom: interview data showed 
that respondents 2, 3 and 4 were allowed to play the educational game longer than 
‘regular’ games. The parents’ more positive attitude was used in negotiations about 
when and how long the respondents were allowed to play. Even during interviews 
with both parents and children, some children continued to convince their parents that 
the game is a ‘good’ game worth playing. To this end, they emphasized the 
educational content, stressing how difficult the exercises were. 
Mother of respondent 8, interview: Actually, he only counted the thousands, or 
something like that. The consequence is that you can start estimating – those numbers 
[to choose the right answer from], they were really like 6000 or 5000, or,... So you 
can immediately see... 
R8: But no! 
Mother: So I think if the numbers would have been closer together... 
R8: But no, mom, sometimes you had to choose between 4,23; 4,24 and 4,25. 
(indignant) Hey, that’s really difficult!   
Although respondents stressed the educational aspect of the game when talking to 
their parents, the interviews with the children showed that they focused mainly on the 
gaming aspects. For instance, the same respondent 8 quoted above reported liking the 
game “because it’s a game […], and it’s not math exercises the entire time”. This 
view on the game came out as well in discussing it in relation to other (educational) 
games: the respondents compared the game more often to regular games, rather than 
to educational games. It was considered more ‘a real game’ (respondent 7), as it was 
more fun than most educational games they knew (respondents 2, 5, 7). Finally, the 
focus on the gaming elements also was apparent in the respondents’ reactions to the 
question of how the game could be improved further. All respondents reacted to this 
question with suggestions regarding the fun elements in the game: they made implicit 
analogies to other games they play at home, suggesting game elements from other 
children’s games, first-person shooters (respondent 6, who also played the first-person 
shooter game Assassin’s Creed), etc. Although all respondents reported having prior 
experience with educational games in the introductory interviews, either at school (5 
respondents) or at home (6 respondents), no-one in the study suggested improvements 
regarding the way the math exercises were offered: this is an additional indication that 
the respondents focused on the fun, rather than on the educational mini games, despite 
the way they present the game to their parents. 
This ambiguous attitude shows that some children use the educational content to 
justify playing, and to stretch the social rules surrounding computer games (getting to 
play longer, more often, etc.). Children foregrounded different aspects of the game, 
depending on the context and on whom they were addressing. In this way, the balance 
between the fun and the serious in the game becomes a negotiation space between 
parents and children in which the interpretation of Monkey Tales is at stake: primarily 
play or education.  
6.2.2 Playing Experiences and Tactics 
While respondents 2, 3, and 4 stretched the household gaming rules based on the 
game’s educational factor, the interview data showed that five out of eight 
respondents stretched the in-game rules as well. Gaming at home is typically less 
monitored than in class [44]: none of the parents consistently observed their children 
while playing. This opened up opportunities for children to focus on their own 
interests, negotiating their way around Monkey Tales, and appropriating it in ways 
that suited them.  
Before analyzing game appropriations in more detail, it is important to know 
whether or not the respondents liked math or gaming, as this can influence their 
perception of the game. Three out of eight respondents reported in the diaries that 
they liked math. However, with the exception of respondent 2, for these players, the 
most fun part of the game was not located in the mini games. Only respondent 2 
replayed the mini games separately from the main game narrative because they were 
the most fun part of the game. All other respondents expressed no preference (two 
respondents), or thought the 3D world was more fun (five respondents), instead of the 
educational mini games. Concerning the respondents’ experience with (educational) 
games, only one respondent did not play on a regular basis (less than one time per 
week); the other seven respondents played (non-educational) video games on PC or 
game consoles at least a few times per week.  
Five out of eight respondents reported tactics to reach the game’s goals as quickly 
as possible, to focus on the content they preferred, or to minimize the math effort 
needed to play the game. Three general strategies were reported, ranging from small 
adjustments in playing strategy to overturning the game’s goals:  
1.   Finding ways to avoid unwanted content. Several respondents reported 
ways of skipping unwanted content. Respondents 2, 5 and 8 reported ways 
to skip parts of the narrative story layer, which they considered 
unnecessary and frustrating. Respondents 2, 6 and 7 also reported 
frustration about having to replay mini games.The game allows players to 
choose whether to start collecting bananas in the 3D world, or start by 
playing the arcade game. However, when players first play the arcade 
game and then get killed in the 3D world, they have to replay the entire 
level, including the arcade game: To avoid unnecessary math games, 
respondent 2 altered his playing strategy. Even though this respondent was 
the only one to replay arcade games outside the game narrative, he did try 
to find the optimal, most efficient way to reach the game’s goals.  
 
R2: It seemed better to find the bananas first, because in the end, I 
sometimes had won the monkey game for nothing.  
R6: I thought it was a pity [having to restart the level from scratch]. It was 
too bad I had to replay the same mini game against the monkey. That was 
annoying. 
2.   Guessing and estimating. The parents of respondents 5 and 8 reported 
extensive guessing and estimating behaviour. As some of the mini games 
involved multiple choice questions, respondents tended to choose the most 
probable answer, without actually calculating the exercise result. This 
sparked a discussion with the parents of respondents 5 and 8 about the 
educational goals: whether the goal is to really calculate the outcome of 
the exercises, or to become better at estimating, which can be a valuable 
skill in itself. 
3.   Focusing on game play. In the interview, respondent 8 reported strategies 
to focus on the gameplay rather than the math exercises in the mini games: 
rather than shooting the right answers to math problems (see arcade game 
in Figure 4), this respondent ended up shooting any answer randomly, 
assuming that the right answers shot ‘by accident’ would be enough to 
pass the mini-game. Cheng et al. [10] describe this type of tactic on a more 
general level: ‘students might focus too much and locate all of their mental 
resources on the gameplay itself and, in the process, ignore the educational 
targets that the educational game intends to cover’. 
 
R8: With the cannon, I always win: I just keep the space bar pressed, and I 
move from right to left, and it’s over.  
All respondents that reported tactics to help them focus on the content they 
preferred, played video games of any kind at least a few times per week. This 
suggests that prior experience in video games is related to developing specific game 
tactics, from small adjustments in playing strategy to actually ‘gaming the system’, 
finding ‘rule loophole[s] and min-max their way through’ [20]. The strongest use 
tactics were found with respondents with a negative attitude towards math, with 
especially respondents 5 and 8 combining several tactics.  
In analyzing how the respondents coped with the educational content, The Bridge 
of Death levels (Figures 5 and 6) presents an interesting case. These levels combine 
characteristics of different layers: educational content is offered without time pressure 
or the need for gaming skills, making the math much more prominent. Five players 
spontaneously mentioned the Bridge levels: three reported especially liking them (R3, 
R4, R7), as they offered a combination of solving math exercises and an element of 
chance if an exercise was answered incorrectly (see quote by respondent 4 below). 
Two respondents (R6 and R8) particularly disliked these levels, as it involved making 
too many exercises (see quote by respondent 8 below). Interestingly, though, these 
respondents did not dislike any of the mini games in particular, some of which 
involved shooting the answers to the same number of exercises as in the Bridge of 
Death. This suggests that for these players, the added time pressure and game 
mechanics make an important difference in their perception of the number of 
exercises they have to make. This makes the Bridge of Death an atypical part of the 
game, both structurally (see Table 1), and in the players’ perceptions.  
R4: I thought it was fun that... you had to solve the exercises correctly, and if you 
didn’t solve them correctly, you had to guess, really, where [to which tile] to go next. 
Diary R8: The Bridge had too many exercises for me.  
6.2.3 Monkey Tales over Time 
The follow-up interviews after six months revealed that only two respondents (out 
of the six that agreed to have a follow-up interview) continued playing the game for 
more than three months after introducing the game. The respondents mentioned two 
main reasons: on the one hand, the game was introduced in May. This meant that two 
months later, the summer holidays started, during which most children had other 
activities to engage in. On the other hand, most players stopped playing after they had 
finished the final level of the game: this is a consequence of the ‘game of progression’ 
structure (see section 5.1). The game allows players to play the mini games 
separately, but not the 3D world levels (see Figure 4) in which the math games are 
embedded. The only way of replaying the 3D world levels is by creating a new avatar, 
and restarting the game narrative. 
For only two respondents, the game ‘lasted longer’ than the game narrative: 
respondent 2 played individual mini games, and respondent 4 created a new avatar, 
and restarted the entire game narrative. The other respondents stopped playing the 
game after finishing the last game level, with respondents 2, 5 and 7 reporting in the 
follow-up interview they would have liked to replay individual 3D world levels. The 
respondents’ parents also commented on this: if they would buy an educational game 
for their children, they expect it to last longer than a few play sessions. In this sense, 
the game structure in which only mini games can be played individually has 
implications for the lifespan of the game.  
R7: But I can’t replay those levels. I don’t like the fact that you can’t do that. [...] 
I would just like to go back to a level that I want to play again.  
6.2.4 User Study: Discussion 
Based on the results presented above, we can answer RQ2, and clarify how user 
tactics are used to appropriate Monkey Tales. The aim of the user study was not to 
create a fixed, exhaustive typology of user behaviour. People’s behaviour is 
inherently messy, and based on a long-term study with 8 respondents, it is not feasible 
to create such a typology. However, the rich accounts of players’ individual 
interpretations and uses do show a clear variation in appropriation. On one end of the 
spectrum, respondent 2 is a player that likes math in school. The mini games are his 
favourite part of the game, and he played the mini games independently from the 
main game. Overall, this respondent was most open to the educational aspects of the 
game. At the other end of the spectrum, there is respondent 8, who showed the most 
extensive math-avoiding behavior, and disliked the Bridge of Death levels. This 
respondent reported disliking math in school, and did not play individual mini games. 
The other respondents can be situated in between the ‘extremes’ of respondents 2 and 
8.  
Based on this variation in behaviour, the individual respondents in the user study 
have different profiles, and ‘tolerance levels’ for math content in Monkey Tales. 
Respondents that like, or are good at math in school generally have a higher tolerance 
level: consequently, they play the educational aspects of the game as well as the more 
fun aspects of the game, while respondents that dislike math in school generally have 
a lower tolerance level, and primarily like to play the fun parts of the game. 
Consequently, the latter players develop math-avoiding strategies. It is important to 
note, however, that these tolerance levels are not fixed, but rather an abstraction of 
their specific behaviour. Depending on the respondents’ momentary goals and wants, 
they can change their behaviour, either gradually, or even abruptly between play 
sessions [60].  
6.3. Analysis of Design Strategies and User Tactics  
Based on the multimodal analysis and the ethnographic user research, we can now 
turn to RQ3, to specify how user tactics are related to specific design strategies. Our 
study shows that the characteristics and affordances in the game shape the gameplay 
in important ways: the affordances indicate how players can or should interpret and 
play the game. The analysis presented in Section 6.1 showed how the game guides its 
players, and how it expects its players to behave. When comparing this analysis of the 
game to the user tactics emerging from the user study, it becomes clear that the 
various user tactics are more diverse than the design strategies suggest. In other 
words, the players’ individual interest and engagement lead to tactics and 
appropriations that go beyond the model user implied by the game. We distinguish 
between two general types of user tactics.  
The first type of user tactic is social in nature. It is related to the overall game 
structure, but is used in social interaction surrounding the game, rather than in game 
play itself. Players use the dual nature of educational games, and the flexible gaming 
rules at home to foreground either the fun aspects or the educational aspects, 
depending on their specific interest in a social situation. While the second type of user 
tactics is more directly related to the game’s structure, it is also related to the 
informality of the home context. We distinguish a continuum, with three playing 
tactics: complying with the design strategies in the game, resisting the design 
strategies, and finally, rejecting them (see Table 2). 
 
Design Strategy User Tactic 
General structure:  
Mix of gaming and math; math 
content embedded at lowest level 
Stretching the social gaming rules: foregrounding 
game elements or educational content depending 
on the specific interest in a given situation.  
Narrative content embedded in a 
separate game layer 
Freedom to choose when to play 
the arcade game in 3D world 
levels 
Comply with specific design strategy: 
skipping narrative story layer 
finding the optimal playing order 
Math content embedded in arcade 
games with time pressure, in 
combination with other skills 
Resist specific design strategy: 
foregrounding gaming skills at the cost of math 
skills 
Allowing players to replay only 
math games 
Reject specific design strategy: 
not using the replay features embedded in the 
game; stop playing 
Table 2: Overview of user tactics.  
First, some users comply with the design strategies, but do make optimal use of 
the game’s internal structure to meet their needs. The players that skipped the 
narrative story layer, or altered their playing strategy during the game to avoid 
playing unnecessary mini games made optimal use of the game structure. The game 
allows for these strategies through its specific structure, and by not imposing a 
specific playing order. Hence, players make their choices within the boundaries of the 
game’s flexibility, and optimize their playing by the choosing one of the strategies the 
game allows for.  
Second, users resist the game’s model user. The extensive guessing and 
estimating behaviour, and the tactics of ‘hacking’ the mini games show that users do 
find strategies to get around the design strategies in creative ways. Players resist the 
game design by trying to avoid the game aspects they dislike. The game structure 
offers very little flexibility in the mini game layer (players have to win one game per 
level in order to progress). As this was a rigid requirement, players bended the rules to 
suit their needs.  
Third, users reject some of the game’s design strategies. The game structure 
allows replaying individual mini games, but does not allow for replaying individual 
3D world levels. However, respondents reported they actually wanted to replay the 
3D world levels, and were not interested in replaying mini games. In this way, what 
the players want is at odds with what the game offers. The players stopped playing, 
rejecting the game structure entirely. The design strategies aimed at promoting the 
educational content met user resistance and actually reduced the potential lifespan of 
the game. This type of user rejection can be seen as a case of ‘non-use’ of technology 
(e.g. [4][48]) due to the mismatch between what the game offers and what users want: 
it is a specific type of technology non-use that can be interpreted as an extreme 
position in the continuum ranging from user compliance, over user resistance, to user 
rejection.  
Using these tactics, users creatively cope with the game’s design strategies: what 
the players actually do with the game is not fully determined by the design, but also 
by the interests of the child (interest in math), the relationship between players and 
their parents, the rigid gaming rules at home, etc. In the Monkey Tales study, the loose 
rules surrounding the game created opportunities to reinterpret the game in personal 
and creative ways. While these factors are very personal and situation-dependent, it is 
important to acknowledge that they are important in actual use. In the end, players 
appropriate the game, and can develop social tactics and tactics related to game 
structure to reinterpret and bend the game’s design strategies.  
7. DISCUSSION  
7.1 Implications for the Design and Evaluation of Educational Games 
The major finding of this study is that in the home context, the balance between 
game aspects and educational content is not a fixed game characteristic but an 
emergent one. On the one hand, the nature of the game content – useful education, 
merely a game, or a combination of both – and the rules surrounding the game are 
subject to constant renegotiation between parents and children (see also [18]). On the 
other hand, in this flexible context, children have the opportunity to use various 
tactics to focus on the game content they are interested in, often reducing the amount 
of educational content they deal with. Although we have investigated this emergent 
balance between game aspect and educational content specifically for one specific 
case study, the study findings touch upon issues that are relevant for other educational 
games as well. To what extent do design strategies in educational games determine 
the balance between play and education? How does a specific context, such as the 
home context, relate to these design strategies, and how does it alter the balance 
between game aspects and educational content?  
The role of the context in the emergent balance between game aspects and 
learning (e.g., in the social tactics developed by the players) implies that one should 
be cautious in extending the findings of effectivity studies to the home context, as 
they often use interventions in formal class settings. Although more research on the 
integration of digital games in classroom settings is needed [56], existing research 
points to the fact that well-considered classroom management, including the design of 
the curriculum and mentorship surrounding the game, is a very important aspect when 
integrating games in the curriculum [49][52]. Therefore, we can expect that in a class 
situation, games will be more explicitly part of a didactic curriculum: playing games 
will be mediated more strongly by the teacher. At home, however, players often have 
more freedom: the rules on when, how, or how long to play are less strict [53]. 
Researchers should therefore acknowledge that understanding both players’ personal 
motivations and the context in which the games are played are crucial: learning and 
gaming emerge in the space where design strategies, player intentions, tactics, and 
context meet [46][51]. For instance, our study suggested that children with a strong 
dislike for a specific educational subject matter – and therefore a low ‘tolerance level’ 
for that type of content in games – can be expected to develop more elaborate 
avoidance tactics than children that like, or are better at, that subject.  
The emergent balance between gaming and educational content described above 
has implications not only for the evaluation, but also for the design of educational 
games. Since players can and do develop avoidance tactics, the question rises whether 
educational game designs can or should try to prevent this behaviour through their 
design. Should educational games specify more rigid rules to enforce educational 
content? We do not think so. Arguably, play inherently implies negotiating your own 
way around a game, trying out different things and seeing what happens, and even 
bending and breaking the rules [41]. Stueber [54] states that no rule can ever fully 
specify how to be enacted – consequently, imposing even more rules to prevent 
gaming the system merely generates even more opportunities for gaming the system 
[20]. Therefore, we would argue for a different approach. Our results on the 
appropriation process of educational games point to opportunities for game designers 
to design more flexible games that leave more room for appropriation and 
interpretation [50]. In more flexible games, designers can consciously allow players 
some choice to focus on either gaming aspects or on educational content. The 
challenge in designing educational games, then, shifts from enforcing the ideal player 
behaviour, to designing educational games in a way that players do not feel the need 
to develop elaborate resisting and avoiding tactics. In this view, a more adaptable, 
personal and context-dependent boundary between play and education might be a 
fruitful way to design educational games. Designers should be aware of the fact that at 
least a subset of players will not show the ‘model user’ behaviour implied by the 
game’s design strategies, but will develop unpredictable tactics to reach or avoid 
specific game content. Moreover, design strategies that directly conflict with the 
users’ needs can even lead to users rejecting the model user entirely, and cause the 
players to stop playing the game. An adaptable, more ‘open’ game design will allow 
players more freedom in choosing which content they want to engage with; players 
will continue to play in unpredictable ways, but a more open initial game design can 
cater for a wider diversity of educational content tolerance levels.  
This more ‘open’ game design, then, raises questions about the relation between 
educational content and game content in educational games. Designers of educational 
games generally agree that instead of merely ‘sugarcoating’ the unpleasant 
educational content with game elements, a tighter integration between learning 
content and game elements is desirable (e.g., [5][33]). In the case study, however, the 
design strategy separating game content and educational content in separate game 
layers was seized by players as an opportunity to direct their focus clearly towards the 
gaming layers, finding ways to avoid the compulsary education content. In order to 
design an adaptable and personalized boundary between play and education into an 
educational game, the case study results suggest that the educational part of a game 
should be at once tightly integrated with the game elements, but should also not be 
made too rigidly compulsory. We do not suggest that educational games should have 
a completely open-ended design that allows players to choose freely between gaming 
and educational content whenever they like. Games need to guide their users, but 
instead of rigidly imposing educational tasks, game designs can be considered in 
which the educational parts are not rigidly compulsory. Allowing players some choice 
in the educational parts as well can help in preventing the avoidance behaviour. For 
instance, offering players a choice between a minimum of tightly integrated learning 
content, and engaging in additional, more elaborate educational content (for instance, 
to gain extra points in the game) might be a fruitful way of allowing players some 
freedom of choice within educational games. This additional learning content, then, 
can be integrated in the game in an optional side track of the game, allowing players 
to skip or postpone this content. While this additional educational content should still 
be integrated tightly, it can be left to the players to decide whether to score extra 
bonuses by engaging in the additional content. This is but one example of how an 
educational game could cope with their players’ various interests, and their different 
tolerance for educational content.  
7.2 Design Strategies and User Tactics as an Analytical Lens 
This study on educational games started from the assumption that user 
interpretation is not a matter of mere passive reception. Through their use, users 
actively impose new meanings on the artifacts they use, and appropriate them. While 
appropriation has been researched in HCI from several perspectives, including 
sociological [19][23] and cognitive [47] ones, our study adds an interpretative 
perspective: it investigates users’ interpretation-in-context. The method used in this 
paper allows for a detailed analysis of how users form interpretations based on the 
application on the one hand, and the context on the other. As such, the study exposes 
the consequences of design choices in specific contexts of use. 
While interpretative approaches are still rather uncommon in HCI, researchers 
have emphasized the value of interpretative methods “as a valid form of knowledge 
production inside HCI” [37]. In our study, the interpretative semiotic analysis, 
validated in a hermeneutic approach, is a crucial component, as it shows how the 
technology shapes the user’s interpretation by promoting and discouraging specific 
behaviour [38]. The combination of the semiotic approach with the ethnographic 
research methods reveals to what extent an application actually succeeds in changing 
user behaviour in daily life, and to what extent personal or contextual factors play a 
role. Specifically, it offers novel insights into how and why users resist or reject the 
application’s model use, and develop alternative strategies to suit their specific needs.  
8. CONCLUSION  
Our analysis of Monkey Tales’ appropriation by children has led to more nuanced 
understanding of how players cope with the design strategies embedded in an 
educational game. Based on this specific case study, we tackled the wider question of 
the relation between educational games and the home context, showing how and why 
children develop tactics that oppose or subvert this model user behaviour.  
We acknowledge that in this article, we focused on one particular case study, and 
involved only a relatively small number of respondents: this means we cannot provide 
a generalizable picture of the appropriation processes of educational games at home. 
While the interpretive method used in this research is useful for researching the 
relation between user behaviour and technology of a limited group, it is not suitable 
for use with large user groups. The method is especially applicable in in-depth, small-
scale user trials of a specific application, such as the user study conducted with the 
educational game reported in this article. As such, the method relies on its 
‘ecological’ validity (see, e.g., [11] for a discussion of validity in HCI, and [15] for a 
discussion of ethnographic validity) by providing detailed, longitudinal data of the 
respondent group. In line with the aim of the study, we have shed light on how 
players’ interpretations and playing styles differ, suggesting that a better, richer 
understanding of the appropriation processes of educational games has important 
implications for both the evaluation and design of educational games.  
The study showed that the players’ tolerance for educational content plays an 
important role in the extent to which children develop tactics that are either based on 
the social context in which the game is played, or on the specific constraints imposed 
by the game. These results stress the importance of taking into account contextualized 
playing practices in the evaluation of educational games. Beyond the home context, 
these insights suggest that an in-depth understanding of the contextualized nature of 
educational gaming in classroom settings also merits further attention. Games targeted 
at classroom settings can be expected to have a more school-oriented design, with a 
different balance between gaming and educational content. Additionally, other 
contextual factors such as classroom dynamics, the teacher-pupil relationship, and the 
place of gaming in the school curriculum play a part in the appropriation of games at 
school. How these contextual factors in the classroom influence the players’ specific 
tactics in determining the emergent balance between gaming and educational content 
is an interesting topic for future research. 
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APPENDIX A:  MONKEY TALES DIARY 
1. General Information 
Hello, this is the diary of <respondent name>. 
I am … years old.  
I have … brothers and … sisters.  
When I grow up, I would like to become … .  
My hobbies are: … 
 
At home, I have a:  
PC, Playstation, Xbox, Wii, Nintendo DS, PSP / PS Vita, other 
I play my favourite games on:  
PC, Playstation, Xbox, Wii, Nintendo DS, PSP / PS Vita, other 
How often do you play video games?  
 Every day, multiple times per week, weekly, monthly 
  
2. Game Sessions 
1.   I just played Monkey Tales for <amount of time>. 
2.   Today’s date:  
3.   Which levels did you play?  
4.   What was the most fun activity you did in Monkey Tales today? Why?  
5.   What was the least fun?  
6.   Why did you quit playing?  
7.   Did anyone help you? Who?  
If so, why did you receive help?  
8.   In which part of the game world did you play?  
9.   Which games did you play against the monkey?  
10.  How many monkeys have you collected? 
 
Word cloud: Circle the words in the word cloud that reflect how you felt while 
playing.  
 
Great Cool Tiresome 
Tired Annoying Enjoying 
Boring Irritated Angry 
Funny Hard I am good! 
Fun Away from the world Fascinating story 
 
 
3. Other Questions and Tasks 
Other questions and tasks, distributed in between the game sessions:  
1.   Paste a photograph of yourself. 
2.   Did you use the computer for other activities today? Which ones?  
3.   Where do you go to school?  
4.   What is the top 3 of your favourite school subjects?  
5.   Why are these your favourite subjects? 
6.   Draw your favourite teacher.  
7.   If you could send one object away in a time machine, what would it be? 
8.   What are your hobbies? What do you really enjoy doing? Paste some pictures 
of your hobbies.  
9.   Paste a photograph of the places where you play Monkey Tales.  
10.  What is your favourite TV show? What is your favourite film?  
11.  Do you play other video games? What is your all-time favourite video game?  
 
APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW GUIDE 
1. Parents 
1.   Did you play the game yourself, as a parent? 
Or did you only watch your children playing?  
Why did you play the game? Because it was fun? Because you felt it 
was your responsability?  
2.   Did you encourage your child to play the game?  
How long did your child normally play? 
Did you sometimes tell your child to stop playing? Why?  
What do you consider an appropriate length for playing the game?  
What do you consider too long?  
Are there specific rules concerning watching TV or playing video 
games?  
3.   Did you notice any frustration in your child’s behaviour?  
Why?  
 Were there game aspects that were difficult? Which ones? 
4.   Where did the child play the game most often?  
How do games fit within the family, or between other hobbies?  
How did Monkey Tales fit within the family, or between other hobbies, the 
past few weeks?  
5.   Which educational games do you own? Why?  
6.   Which educational games does your child play at school? Which ones at 
home?  
7.   Have you purchased educational games in the past?  
8.   Do you think educational games are useful?  
 
2. Children 
1.   Had you ever played Monkey Tales before you received it for the test?  
2.   How did you like the game?  
3.   Did you like how the game looked? Was playing the game as fun as it looked 
beforehand?  
4.   How do you like your character in Monkey Tales? Was controlling the 
character easy or difficult?  
5.   Have you ever played other educational computer games before Monkey 
Tales?  
6.   Have you ever learned things from ‘regular’ games you buy in the store?  
7.   Did you play all levels in Monkey Tales? Did you finish the game?  
8.   Which aspects were very good in the game? 
9.   Which aspects were very bad? What could be better in the game? 
10.  Which was the coolest game you played against the monkey?  
11.  Do you play any other computer games? Why?  
12.  Did you experience any computer issues playing Monkey Tales?  
13.  Do you have your own computer, or do you share it with the rest of the 
family? With your parents, or with your brothers or sisters?	   
APPENDIX C: MEMOLINE SESSION 
1. MemoLine 
 
Figure C.1 Memoline timeline.  
 
1. Was it clear or unclear to you what you should do in Monkey Tales, and how you 
should do it?  
 
Green: I played Monkey Tales and it was clear to me what I should do in Monkey 
Tales, and how I should do it.  
Red: I played Monkey Tales and it was clear to me what I should do in Monkey 
Tales, and how I should do it.  
Gray: I did not play Monkey Tales any more. 
 
2. Did you, or didn’t you enjoy playing Monkey Tales?  
 
Green: I played Monkey Tales and I enjoyed it.  
Red: I played Monkey Tales and I did not enjoy it.  
Gray: I did not play Monkey Tales any more.  
 
3. How challenging or easy did you think Monkey Tales was?  
 
Green: I played Monkey Tales and I felt challenged while playing.  
Red: I played Monkey Tales but I did not feel challenged while playing.  
Gray: I did not play Monkey Tales any more.  
 
4. How often did you play Monkey Tales?  
 
Green: I often played Monkey Tales. 
Red: I sometimes played Monkey Tales. 
Gray: I did not play Monkey Tales any more.  
 
Word cloud: Circle the words in the word cloud that reflect how you feel about 
Monkey Tales now.  
 
Great Cool Tiresome 
Tired Annoying Enjoying 
Boring Irritated Angry 
Funny Hard I am good! 
Fun Away from the world Fascinating story 
 
2. Final Questionnaire / Interview 
1.   How many levels did you play in total? How far did you get in the game? Did 
you finish the game more than once?  
2.   Which activity in Monkey Tales was the most fun? Why?  
3.   Which activity in Monkey Tales was the least fun? Why?  
4.   What do you think is still missing in Monkey Tales?  
5.   Why did you stop playing?  
6.   Do you play other games now? Which ones?  
7.   What do you think is more fun or less fun in Monkey Tales, compared to these 
other games?  
 
 
